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Approaches to Documenting Architectural Design Architectural drawing is not just about drawing. It is about making decisions as you
move from one place to the next. It is about understanding and being able to explain all of the things you have seen, learned and even
experienced. But, in this era of computer graphics and 3-D modeling, architectural drawings have an increasingly obsolete look, feel,

and an increasingly outdated way to document design ideas. The Problem Most architects, engineers, and designers have a fundamental
problem with what is called the "Architectural Design Document." For many years architects were expected to draw their own
architectural drawing with their own unique method and language. While this type of design document had its place, it has an

important drawback. It never really belonged to the client. Even when these documents were shared, they were treated as private
property, and as such, had no life beyond the drawing board. A new approach to designing and documenting the architectural space has
evolved. For example, SketchUp, a 3D modeling and 3D animation software application, allows users to design and build in 3D space,
and to publish 3D walkthroughs online. This 3D documentation can be shared and reviewed and has a life beyond the desktop. One of
the goals of this new approach to documenting design is to ensure that the design and documentation (and decisions) are clearly and
concisely explained and justified. This goal has been achieved by using the benefits of the Internet, and by using the benefits of 3D
modeling and animation in the design process. Drawings in 3D Using 2D drawing to help communicate architectural decisions is old

school, and a bit obsolete. In the era of "digital everything," using paper to communicate is a thing of the past. As such, it is important
that the design and documentation process go beyond simple drawing. 3D modeling is quickly becoming the new 2D drawing.

Architects are doing their design on the desktop, using 3D modeling tools like SketchUp, and publishing their designs in the 3D Web.
This creates a new way to design and share information. Consider a project you are currently working on. What are the important

decisions you need to make? How can you clearly communicate your decisions to others? How can you ensure that your
documentation, along with your decisions, are clearly understood? These questions are a call to action for 3D modeling. 3
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Functions Autocad has various functions to be used by the end-user for the purposes of Design Modifying objects (change of size,
location, shape, etc.) Transformation (rotate, mirror, etc.) Graphical Properties (color, linetype, etc.) Data Protection (zoom)

AutoCAD provides the following functions: The Initialize function prompts the user to specify the installation path and the activation
information. The Uninstall function removes the software from the computer. The StartUp function is executed whenever AutoCAD

is started. The Quit function exits the application. The following functions are available to AutoCAD for automation
(AutoCAD/DITA): Object retrieval Object manipulation User parameters User settings Object synchronization Dynamic output
Utility functions Although the most prominent features of AutoCAD are the design tools, there are many functions available in

AutoCAD that automate other processes. The most common are: Undo/Redo (Undo/Redo stack) Repeat (Repeat an action n number
of times) Rotation (Rotate objects) Snap (Draw objects relative to each other) Selection (Select objects) Workplane (Set a work plane)
Archiving (Saving files for future use) Coordinate conversion Text conversion Symbol generation Open, Open New, and Close (Open
a file) Format (Format files) Check For Errors (Checks file for syntax errors) Save As Printing (Generates PostScript or PDF files)

Save Templates (Save, re-use, and import templates) Database (Extract and manipulate database files) Parts of the AutoCAD
command line are standard Unix commands. Examples include: ls (list files and directories) cd (change directory) mv (move file)

chmod (change the permissions of a file) References Further reading External links Category:AutoCAD Category:Autodesk
Category:Computer-aided design software Category:Computer-aided design software for Windows/** * The MIT License * *
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Plug USB key into computer. Double click "autocad.exe" to open. Click "Autocad 15" at top. Use the wizard to get the license info.
You can also do this: Open the Autocad program. Click on Menu Bar and select Tools > AutoCAD License Manager. A dialog box
will appear. Scroll down until you see the "Activation Codes" section. Click the "Get Licenses" button. This will download a license
file to the Autocad folder on your computer. Make sure the program is closed, and double click on the downloaded file. You will be
asked to activate the license. Click the check mark by the "Accept License Agreement" button, then click OK. Now you can reopen
Autocad and the program will be activated. Now your installation will be complete. A: You can get these: From Autodesk Account
Home > License Manager From your Autodesk Account Home > Account Info > Licenses From your Autodesk Account Home >
Account Info > Account Details > License Details > Licenses. The last option is available only if you had been activated via email, and
you have an active Autodesk Account. From the Autocad Help > Activating: To activate an Autodesk Account: 1. Select Account 2.
Click Activate A: (If you are using Windows 7) Open Notepad Navigate to
C:\Users\user_name\AppData\Roaming\Autodesk\2015\LicenseManager Copy all the text (including the.txt extension). Paste into the
License Manager in the Autocad Licenses dialog, a license will be activated. You are here Prez takes delivery of government planes in
Florida Press Trust of India Published: December 22, 2013 MUMBAI: President Pranab Mukherjee today received his first Italian Air
Force (AF) plane in Florida, US, days after its delivery ceremony was attended by Prime Minister Manmohan Singh. During his four-
day visit to the US, Mukherjee is expected to attend a forum and a meeting with American and Indian industry leaders. The first AF
plane was delivered to India by Italy in June 2006 in a

What's New In AutoCAD?

Imported comment marks are part of the drawing, and they remain intact if the drawing is manipulated or opened. Markup Assist lets
you annotate a drawing with keynotes and tags, which are used to annotate your design, such as a description, notes for a customer, or
a list of items. These keynotes and tags can be organized into folders, tags, and libraries. (video: 0:55 min.) Navigation tools in the
Insert tab enable you to import from PDF files and export to PDF files. (video: 2:16 min.) Enhanced Responsive Editing: Responsive
editing enables you to open large drawings in large monitors. Large files can now be displayed with a full and responsive drawing area
that is as large as the dimensions of the file. (video: 1:45 min.) Automatic layout and organization tools have been enhanced. You can
now create and organize folders, tags, and libraries automatically, by selecting the folders and tags that you want and placing them into
folders or libraries. New Features in AutoCAD Drawing Tools Graphical Design: Design and edit graphics in a clear, easy-to-follow,
and animated user interface that is easy to navigate and scale. Sketch layers and blocks are new graphics tools that enable you to create
wireframe layouts by drawing lines and curves to represent the surfaces and edges of objects. Sketch layers and blocks are different
from the traditional layers and blocks that you use to create drawings. Sketch layers and blocks have properties that you can apply to
select individual parts of the sketch. For example, you can create a sketch layer with a translucent color, apply it to a color block, and
then select the layers to show the color block behind the transparent layer. You can draw annotations on top of your sketch layers and
blocks. When you add annotations to a block, the annotations are added to the sketch layer as well as to the block. Sketch layers can
also be used to modify existing models. For example, you can modify the corners of existing blocks using the sketch layers. You can
define and edit the handles for blocks and sketch layers, so that you can edit the blocks as if they are regular blocks. Sketch layers and
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blocks can be used to annotate and edit existing objects. For example, you can create and edit shapes, create
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System Requirements:

Ratio : TFT (165 Hz) screen : TFT (165 Hz) screen Color Space : sRGB : sRGB Preferred System Type: Intel DirectX: 9.0
Compatible with up to 24-bit color TFT displays with a peak luminance of 400 cd/m² or greater (check with the display
manufacturer). Current Display : WXGA(1024 x 768) : WXGA(1024 x 768) Description : Splice the time & space coordinates from
the
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